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Abstract— Handling object deformations for robotic grasping
is still a major problem to solve. In this paper, we propose an
efficient learning-free solution for this problem where generated
grasp hypotheses of a region of an object are adapted to
its deformed configurations. To this end, we investigate the
applicability of functional map (FM) correspondence, where
the shape matching problem is treated as searching for cor-
respondences between geometric functions in a reduced basis.
For a user selected region of an object, a ranked list of grasp
candidates is generated with local contact moment (LoCoMo)
based grasp planner. The proposed FM-based methodology
maps these candidates to an instance of the object that has
suffered arbitrary level of deformation. The best grasp, by
analysing its kinematic feasibility while respecting the original
finger configuration as much as possible, is then executed on
the object. We have compared the performance of our method
with two different state-of-the-art correspondence mapping
techniques in terms of grasp stability and region grasping
accuracy for 4 different objects with 5 different deformations.

I. INTRODUCTION

The past decade has seen unprecedented advances in
robotic manipulation capabilities, propelled by advances in
sensor and computing abilities. Nevertheless, reliable robotic
grasping of non-rigid deformable objects remains an open
and challenging research problem. The grasp planning liter-
ature predominantly focuses on searching for stable grasps
over the surfaces of rigid objects [1]–[6]. Grasping de-
formable objects has so far received comparatively little
attention [7]. In this paper, we focus on the problem of
adapting a known grasp of a deformable object, to find a
corresponding stable grasp on a different configuration (i.e.,
a different deformation) of that object. In the sense that,
subject to topology, any object shape can be warped to map
onto any other object shape, this is related to the problem
of transfer, of a known grasp on a known object, to a new
grasp on a new object. In this light, we can consider a warped
instance of a known object to be also equivalent to a transfer
from a known object to a novel object [8], [9].

The problem of transferring a grasp between two objects,
can be formulated as transferring information between sim-
ilar surface regions. Predominantly, works on this topic fall
into two categories: extrapolating kinesthetic information to
novel objects [10]–[12]; and, exploring similarities between
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Fig. 1. Deformable object grasping by the proposed grasp transfer
method. (left) Source and target meshes, and their functional maps. (middle)
Transferred possible grasp configurations. (right) Executed best grasp.

familiar objects to generalise grasps [8], [9], [13]–[15]. In the
former, approaches such as in [10] and [11] use a demon-
stration to learn grasps and generalise them to novel objects
while maintaining same grasping characteristics. Although
these methods are efficient in synthesising grasps for un-
known or novel objects, they majorly focus on local features
without semantic meaning. Our work falls within the latter
category, which, in contrast, trades-off the generalisation to
focus on shape similarities and gain a richer understanding
of the relations between objects.

Some closely related works to ours explore grasp transfer
between similar objects or of the same category [8], [9],
[14], [16]–[19]. Authors in [8], [9] have proposed a method
to transfer grasps between same category objects by rigid
alignment of similar shapes, contact wrapping, and local
re-planning. Similarly, [14] solved this problem by means
of bijective contact mapping and grasp re-planning. In this
case, rigid alignment was found by sampling the surface of
two objects and minimising the deviation between points. A
non-rigid registration method based on Coherent Point Drift
(CPD) is used in [16] to transfer manipulation skills between
objects. In [19], the authors have used CPD to transfer and
refine grasps between the same class of objects. A learning
method using CPD to account for shape deviations when
transferring manipulation skills between objects is proposed
in [17], [18]. We note that, variations of CPD are the main
choice for non-rigid shape matching in previous works.
Albeit, an efficient choice, CPD is prone to get stuck in
local minima and needs a good initial pose to work well;
thus, leading to subpar results in the presence of larger
deformations.

We believe that functional map (FM) correspondence,
which was first formulated in [20], can be an efficient
alternative to CPD for handling object deformations. Within
the FM framework, the shape matching problem is treated as
searching for correspondences between geometric functions



Fig. 2. Proposed pipeline of our methodology to transfer non-rigid grasps using functional maps. It consists of three steps: grasp model generation (top
– green); finding shape correspondences (middle – blue); and, grasp transfer (last – red).

in a reduced basis. This choice to treat point correspondences
between objects as functions leads to simpler convex least-
square optimisation problems and provide greater flexibility
to incorporate linear constraints to the problem. FM with
several applications in different areas of computer graphics
such as partial matching, deformation and symmetry analy-
sis, exploration of shape collections etc. [21]–[23], has been
shown to perform well in challenging settings [24].

In this paper, we exploit the FM framework to propose a
robust learning-free solution to the problem of transferring
grasps between objects that have suffered non-rigid defor-
mations. Despite having many interesting properties, FM has
not been explored in robotics. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work to apply the FM pipeline for robotic
grasping. Principally, our solution leverages user input and
grasps generated by our Local Contact Moments (LoCoMo)
based grasp planner [2] to create a ranked list of grasps
focused on a region of interest of an object. We then propose
a FM-based method to map these grasps to an instance of the
object that has suffered arbitrary level of deformation (see
Fig. 1). Finally, we transform and adapt the grasps to the
deformed object and execute the best (kinematically feasible)
grasp. We validate our method by performing a number of
experiments, using a simulated 7-axis robot fitted with a
2-finger gripper, on different objects with multiple random
deformations. We also compare and discuss our method’s
performance with two closest state-of-the-art techniques.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND PIPELINE

Our approach exploits FM to compute the correspondences
between features of two shapes and then use this mapping
to transfer the grasp configuration. We denote a shape by
the Riemannian manifold embedded in R3. Let X ,Y be
respectively the source and target shapes, with nX and nY
vertices stored in triangular meshes. Tp : Y → X represents
the point-wise correspondence map. By solving the shape

matching problem, we obtain the relation between each part
of the object. This is used to find the optimal transformation
T ∈ SE(3) that successfully transfers a grasp to the target
object.

The pipeline of our method is shown in Fig. 2. It consists
of three main steps: grasp model generation, shape corre-
spondence, and grasp transfer and evaluation. Initialised by
the user input, we generate grasping models to be applied on
segmented object region. Later, we find the relation between
source (X ) and target (Y) object shapes. FM framework
helps us in accomplishing this shape correspondence. Finally,
we transfer and adjust the grasp to the target so that it is both
stable and feasible. We evaluate the grasp stability as in [25].

III. GRASP TRANSFER THROUGH FUNCTIONAL MAPS

Below, we present our methodology of grasp transfer to
handle deformable objects. We start with our data acquisition
process and present in detail the steps mentioned in pipeline.

A. Data Acquisition
In this work, we focus only on full and close isometric

shape matches for grasp transferring. Hence, it is necessary
to ensure both source and target shapes remain consistent.

Let Cobj be the ground plane segmented point cloud of
an object, which is obtained by stitching multiple point
clouds acquired from different positions. It is worth noting
that these clouds are acquired by a camera fixed on a
robot whose transformation with the base frame is known;
hence, all the clouds are in a common coordinate frame
(robot base) suitable for stitching [26]. Source and target
clouds are represented by CX and CY , respectively. Next, we
convert these point clouds to meshes using Poisson surface
reconstruction algorithm [27]. This yields watertight meshes
from oriented point sets while preserving geometric details.
As obtained meshes are generally very dense we add an
extra step of quadric mesh decimation to simplify it while
preserving the original mesh shape, volume, and boundaries.



Fig. 3. Transformation of a region (in red) of the source object (power
cable). (a) By applying the optimal transformation between all points (full
object rigid pose) and (b) by finding the transformation of the points inside
the segmentation only (applying local region transformations).

B. Grasp Model Generation

The grasp model is a set of variables needed to fully
describe grasps with respect to a shape. If the problem
is simplified, i.e., to transfer grasps between same rigid
object at different poses, then we only need a list of grasp
hypothesis and an object model to define the grasping model.
The transferring problem now becomes finding an optimal
rigid transformation between the source (or model) point
cloud and the target.

However, transferring grasps between non-rigid shapes is a
more complex problem. Even if the shapes are isometric (i.e.,
preserve their geodesic distances), the rigid transformation
suffered by different parts of the object might not be constant,
and most likely will be non-linear. In order to alleviate this,
we segment the object into multiple parts and consider the
transferring problem as obtaining rigid transformations for
these segmented regions. This is shown in Fig. 3. We assume
that the segmented object parts are big enough to contain all
finger contacts of at least one grasp and that there are no
significant deformations within the segmentation region.

Generally, when grasping an object, our aim is to perform
some task with it. Thus, grasp should be planned in a way
that it supports task accomplishment. Previously, some works
dealing with this task-aware grasping have followed learning-
based methodologies where affordances are assigned to dif-
ferent object parts depending on the desired task [12], [28],
[29]. In this work, our approach is by leveraging human
knowledge of how objects should be grasped. For this, a
user interface is created to select an initial region of interest
on the object. The initial interface will present the user
with a segmented cloud of an object as shown in Fig. 4(a)
Segmentation is performed by partitioning the point cloud
into NC parts using k-means clustering. The segmented cloud
is denoted as SX with SX ⊆ CX ;

In this work, we synthesise the grasps on CX using our
LoCoMo grasp planner [2]. It generate grasps based on local
similarity between an object surface and gripper fingers using
zero moment shift. Grasp poses are provided in a ranked list
based on shape similarity score. We denote the ranked list of
NG grasps poses in the world frame as the set G0 = {g0

i ∈
SE(3), i = 1...NG}. As we are considering only part based
grasps, we filter out the grasps leading to finger placements
outside the segmented region, such that G0SX

⊆ G0 is our
subset of grasp poses in the world frame.

Fig. 4. (a) Object segmented into different parts using k-means clustering,
each colour denotes a segment. User will select the segment where the
robot will grasp the object. (b) Point-to-point correspondence between two
objects. Similar colours indicate the same region in both objects.

Finally, after segmentation and grasp generation we define
a grasp model as the set M =

{
G0SX

,SX ,X
}

, with X being
the full surface of the source object, reconstructed from CX .

C. Functional Map Correspondence

Given two shapes (Riemannian manifolds), X ,Y with
nX and nY vertices, the surface correspondence problem
generally aims at finding the bijective transformation Tp :
Y → X , which maps the vertices of Y onto X . This problem,
given that nX = nY , can also be formulated as finding the
permutation matrix Π of size nY×nX in which all lines will
sum up to 1. Although intuitive, inferring Π directly can be a
complex problem which lacks flexibility and is badly-suited
for more general rigid deformations. FM is an alternative
technique that has been widely adopted for solving this over
the last few years. The underlying idea is that it is often easier
to optimise between real-valued functions rather than points
in a shape. Indeed, finding matches in 3D space can lead
to complex non-convex optimisation problems, whereas FM
offers an elegant formalism that allows for a compact matrix
representation in a low rank basis. Furthermore, this method
allows for the easy incorporation of linear constrains to
regularise the map, which yields simple convex least squares
optimisation problems that are much more tractable [20]. For
a more detailed understanding, we refer the reader to [21].

We define f : X → R and h : Y → R as real
functions over the shapes. Then, we can use Tp to transfer
f to Y via the composition h = f ◦ Tp, which yields that
h(p) = f (Tp(p)) for any p ∈ Y . As the mapping between
functions is linear, we can represent the transformation in
matrix form, h = Πf , with f and h being the vector forms
of their counterpart functions and Π being any well defined
linear map between functions (not necessarily a bijection).

Another important aspect of FM is to use reduced basis
for the functions instead of working in the full RnY or RnX

spaces. Thus, we compute a reduced set of kX , kY basis
functions over X and Y , and encode their coefficients as
the columns of ΦX and ΦY , which are the basis over X
and Y , respectively. We note that the number of basis in
which we describe our correspondence in this formulation
is usually less than the number of vertices in the object,
i.e., kX � nX and kY � nY . Furthermore, for f1, f2 ∈ X
we define the inner product on the manifold as 〈f1, f2〉X =
fT1 AX f2, with AX being a diagonal matrix of weights (and
equivalently, for h1,h2 ∈ Y , 〈h1,h2〉Y = hT

1 AYh2). We



highlight here that if the vectors are orthonormal with respect
to the weighted inner product, then the inner product is an
identity matrix. Thus, for orthonormal basis,ΦT

XAXΦX = I
(or ΦT

YAYΦY = I). Equipped with this, we can write our
functional transformation as

ΦYC = ΠΦX

C = ΦT
YAYΠΦX ,

(1)

with C being the FM matrix representation, which fully
encodes the original map Tp. In (1) we assume that the initial
correspondence is known. However, the shape matching
problem consists of actually computing the value of Π.

Overall the FM pipeline followed in this work is sum-
marised as follows:

i) Compute a set of orthonormal basis ΦX and ΦY .
Here, we compute our basis from the first n eigen-
functions provided by the Laplace-Beltrami Operator
(LBO) [20]. These eigen-functions are often referred
to as the harmonic of the manifold. We note that this
choice of basis is particularly well-suited for shape
matching problems as it is invariant to isometries, rigid
motions, and is easy to compute. Also, it provides a
natural multi-scale way to approximate functions. In
this work, we compute the LBO as explained in [30].

ii) Compute a set of descriptor vector functions fi ∈ ΦX
and hi ∈ ΦY such that the unknown FM satisfies
Cfi ≈ hi. For this, we use the wave kernel signature
(WKS) descriptor [31], which was proven efficient for
a variety of datasets [32]. It is invariant to isometry
and robust to some non-isometric deformations.

iii) Estimate an optimal value of C by solving a con-
strained least squares optimisation problem. C is usu-
ally optimised by minimising the descriptor preserva-
tion energy E(C) = ‖CF−H‖2, with (F and H being
the matrices encoding the descriptors). However, a
number of other linear constraints can be incorporated
to the optimisation. As in [32], we induce our maps
to be approximately isometric, to be associated with
point-to-point maps and for preserving orientations.

iv) Convert the FM to the point-to-point correspondence
vector TXY . In order to find the transformation be-
tween different parts of the object we need to recover
the point-wise map from our functional map. This can
be done by iterative alignment and refinement in the
basis domain. To this extent, we use the Bijective ICP
(BCIPC) algorithm [32]. In Fig. 4(b) we show the
point-to-point correspondences between two objects,
where similar colours indicate similar regions.

D. Grasp Transfer

After recovering the point-to-point map TXY between the
two shapes we need to calculate the grasp transformation
and ensure it is stable. To this end, we first calculate the
optimal transformation T between the segmented regions in
the two shapes. For this, we start by computing the n vertices
in X , which correspond to the region defined by SX and
storing their position in the 3 × n matrix VX . Given the

Algorithm 1: Grasp transfer for deformable objects.
input : M , TXY
output: g′Y

1 Get VX from SX , X
2 Get VY from TXY , Y
3 Calculate R, t from (2) and get T
4 while not IK do
5 Get next gi from GSX
6 Calculate gY = Tgi

7 Check if gY is IK
8 end
9 Get p

(j)
X for all j from gi

10 Get p
(j)
Y from TXY , p

(j)
X

11 Calculate g′Y from (3)
12 Grasp Object

map TXY , we can easily find the points corresponding to
the segmentation region in Y and store their position in VY
such that the row i in VX will correspond to the row i in
VY for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Once VX and VY are defined,
we can calculate the optimal rigid rotation and translation,
(R ∈ SO(3), t ∈ R3) between the two sets of points by
noting that RVX + t = VY , and therefore, solving

R, t = argmin
R,t

n∑
‖RV

(i)
X + t−V

(i)
Y ‖

2 (2)

Using (R, t) we get the rigid transformation T ∈ SE(3).
Now, the transferred grasp can be calculated as gY = Tgi,
where g is the top-ranked feasible grasp in GSX . In order
to check if the new grasp is feasible we perform a inverse
kinematics (IK) check after the transformation is applied.

For the simplest scenario, in which our map inside the
segmentation is perfect and both shapes correspond perfectly
i.e., there are no deformations, the transformation T is
enough to transfer the grasp between objects. However, this
is not usually the case, and we need to take further steps to
ensure our grasping is successful. To this aim, we introduce
an extra step of local re-planning inspired from [14].

For a gripper with NF fingers, let p
(j)
X , j = 1...NF be the

point in the surface closest to the j-th finger when the griper
is at gi. Then, with TXY we compute the equivalent points
p
(j)
Y in Y . Furthermore, let p

(j)
c be fingers when the grasp

is at g′Y . Then, as we aim at p
(j)
c ≈ p

(j)
Y , the grasp can be

re-planed by minimising

g′Y = argmin
g′
Y

NF∑
j=1

(µ1‖p(j)
c − p

(j)
Y ‖) + µ2ε+ Ψ, (3)

with µ1 and µ2 being scalar weights, ε being the error
between g′Y and gY (indicating how much the grasp has
changed) and Ψ being a scalar penalty term when grasps are
unreachable.

Our method is summarised in Algorithm 1.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATIONS

In this section, we detail the simulation experiments per-
formed to validate the suitability of our approach that uses



Fig. 5. Objects and their sample deformations used in this work.

functional map correspondence for grasp transfer between
objects that have suffered arbitrary level of deformation. We
first present the details regarding the generation of deformed
object models for validations and then discuss the method
evaluations comparing its performance with two state-of-the-
art methods, CPD [33] and Iterative Closest Point (ICP) [34].

A. Object Deformation Dataset for Validations

Due to the lack of availability of datasets with multiple
deformable models to be used for our experiments, in this
work, we have produced a dataset of different objects featur-
ing arbitrary non-rigid deformations. Currently, our dataset
consists of 4 different object models and for each object it
contains 5 different deformations. Treating each deformed
pose as a new object, in total, it can be counted as 20
different objects. The initial 3D model of the object is
either generated from multiple scans or downloaded from
a 3D model database (e.g., power cable). These are then
pre-processed (smoothing) and by using a 3D modelling
software (Blender) we generated their deformed versions.
The deformed models are exported as Wavefront object
files, which can be loaded directly for experiments. Fig. 5
shows generated object models. Our dataset can be down-
loaded here: https://gitlab.com/cristianafar/
deformable-object-dataset.

B. Experimental Setup

All simulation experiments are performed using the open-
source PyBullet python module [35]. Our robotic setup
consists of a 7-axes robot arm fitted with a parallel jaw
gripper. This robot and gripper configurations match with
the kinematic models of KUKA iiwa robot arm and Schunk
PG 70 gripper. For the sake of capturing scene data, we
have simulated a 3D camera fixed on the end-effector of the
robot. As our method needs good quality meshes, for each
new object (scene), we have recorded the point cloud data
by moving the robot to 15 different positions. As mentioned
earlier in Sec. III-A, we stitch these clouds together to
generate input source mesh. To maintain a reasonable trade-
off with the runtime, we have considered 3000 vertices
for our source mesh. Next, we have implemented our FM
correspondence using the package provided with [32]. For

Fig. 6. Illustration of grasp transfer with our proposed method. Detailed
results can be found in the supplementary video.

the FM we have used 50 WKS descriptors and 100 eigen-
vectors as the LBO basis. In the grasping pipeline, µ1 = 0.2
and µ2 = 0.8 are set empirically. Grasping results are
reported following the evaluation protocol presented in [25].

C. Grasp Transfer Evaluation

For the sake of evaluations, we have attempted grasping all
objects in our dataset. For each object, one of the five meshes
is selected as the model mesh and the remaining four are used
with robot experiments. The model mesh is segmented using
k-means clustering and is presented to the user on initial
screen. For experiments, we have used NC = 7 clusters
for each object. The user then selects a region of interest
(one of the clusters), after which the model is transferred
for grasp generation. Now, with the selected region, a set
of G0SX

grasps are generated by our LoCoMo grasp planner
and stored. It is worth noting that LoCoMo planner provides
ranked list of grasps and when the grasps are transferred, we
filter out the kinematically unfeasible ones. For each object
category, the experiments are repeated three times for each of
the remaining four deformations. Grasps are executed with a
force of 50 N. Once an object is grasped, we have evaluated
the stability of the grasp by conducting the following three
tests as in [25]: (i) lifting test, in which we lift the object
20 cm above the table at the speed of 10 cm/s; (ii) rotation
test, where we move the manipulator to be in 90 − 90
configuration and rotate the object from 90◦ to −90◦ with
a speed of 45 deg/s; and finally, (iii) shake test, where we
shake the object in a sinusoidal pattern with an amplitude of
0.25 m and a peak acceleration of 10 m/s2. These three tests
are performed sequentially in the order mentioned, and if the
object slips from the gripper at any point, they are deemed
failure and the next test is not performed. The accuracy test
is performed by checking if the fingers fall within the chosen
region of interest. Sample results are shown in Fig. 6.

Additionally, to compare our method’s performance, we
have conducted baseline experiments with CPD [33] and ICP
[33]. CPD is implemented using PyPCD library and the ICP
using Open3D Python library. The comparison results are
summarised in Table I.



TABLE I
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED GRASP TRANSFER METHOD.

Object Ours (FM-based method) CPD ICP
Configuration3 Lift1 Rot.1 Shake1 Part2 Lift1 Rot.1 Shake1 Part2 Lift1 Rot.1 Shake1 Part2

Power Cable (Selected region: Plug)
C1 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 0 0 0
C2 100 100 100 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C3 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 0 0
C4 100 100 100 100 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Teddy Bear (Selected region: Right Arm)
C1 100 100 100 100 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C2 100 100 100 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C3 100 100 100 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C4 100 100 100 100 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Modular Pipe (Selected region: Wheel Section)
C1 100 100 0 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
C2 100 100 100 100 0 0 0 100 100 0 0 100
C3 100 100 0 100 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0
C4 100 100 100 100 100 0 0 100 0 0 0 100

Pliers (Selected region: Left Handle)
C1 100 100 100 0 100 100 100 0 100 100 0 0
C2 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 0 0 100
C3 100 0 0 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
C4 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 0 0 0

Total 100 93.75 81.25 93.75 68.75 43.75 43.75 56.25 31.25 18.75 12.5 31.25
1 Percentage of success (%) of lifting, Rotational and Shaking tests – reported out of 3 trials for each configuration.
2 Percentage of success in grasping the correct object part – Accuracy test.
3 Out of five models in our dataset, four deformation configurations of each object are used for robotic experiments.

D. Discussion

From analysing the results in Table I, we can clearly see
the effectiveness of our method to grasp deformable objects.
Out of all object configurations, the proposed FM-based
pipeline showed 93.75% success rate for accuracy tests, as
well as an overall success rate of 100% in lifting objects
and 81.25% of success after rotation and shaking tests are
performed. For this set of experiments CPD had a perfor-
mance of 56% in grasping the correct region, 68.75% in
lifting and 43.74% after shaking and rotation tests, whereas
ICP grasped the correct region in 31.24% attempts and had
31.25% success after lifting and 12.5% after the tests.

Here the poor performance of ICP was to be expected, as
it is designed to find rigid alignments and does not deal with
deformations. We note that it had some success in grasping
objects with little deformation, such as some configurations
of the pliers and pipes. In this case, the alignment was not
perfect; however, due to our local re-planning it managed
some successful grasps. CPD, on the other hand, is equipped
to deal with non-rigid transformations, and has been success-
fully applied to grasp transfer in previous works [16]–[19].
However, none of these deal with larger deformations, as
CPD is dependant on a good initialisation. We can see that
although success in grasping the pliers was almost 100% it
failed for most of the other objects, even when it converged
to the correct object part. Even with integrated re-planning,
when the initial transformation is not good, the grasp fails.
The reason is if the main transformation is poor, the final
transformation will be far from the region where the grasp
is originally planned.

Overall, our FM-based grasping proves to be a strong
alternative in the cases where other methods failed due to
the larger deformations. Main reason for the high success is
because the functional maps are invariant to deformations.

Indeed, having high quality functional maps between sur-
faces is paramount to solving the grasp transfer problem.
In fact, from Table I, we see that our method is highly
successful for the challenging objects, e.g., Teddy and power
Cable. Particularly, only our method managed to transfer
grasps with the Teddy Bear object. Besides, the failure
case reported with the Pliers object was not due to a poor
mapping, but rather because of a change in the object
configuration (Fig. 5, last row, fourth configuration). As the
object was closed, the robot was unable to close the grasp
on the left handle, therefore it could not grasp the correct
object part. We believe this can be added as an extra check
while filtering grasps.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a method for transferring
grasps between shapes that have suffered arbitrary defor-
mation. By employing the FM framework, we have shown
how the grasps generated on a region of an object can be
successfully transferred on to a novel, deformed, instance of
the object. FM are particularly robust to large deformations,
which was proved by high success rate for a variety of objects
with different levels of deformations. When compared with
state-of-the-art methods, our method clearly outperformed
them in terms of grasp success and grasp region accuracy.

Apart from optimising for computational efficiency, our
approach can be extended in multiple ways. Firstly, we
can try to integrate with learning-based approaches to gain
semantic understanding of the object and make our method
fully autonomous. We can make use of additional sensing
information (e.g., tactile) to improve grasp suitability for
handover tasks. Finally, it can be extended to perform task-
aware grasping by learning object affordances.
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